Curriculum News December 2021
We have had a very busy half term and had the opportunity to cover lots of exciting topics
including Road Safety, Nursery Rhymes and of course, Christmas!

Personal, Social & Emotional Development
This half term the children have been busy exploring
changes due to the seasons. They have commented
on the seasons changing in the garden, for example
“The leaves are falling, its Winter time”. The
children are fantastic at dressing appropriately for
the colder weather, with many of them reminding
each other to put their coats on.
We have been busy with lots of exciting learning
experiences such as Phonics day and Elf day. These
days are different to the usual routine of the day.
The children responded well to the changes in
routines and enjoyed joining in with all the activities
being taught.
The children are developing their self-regulation and
thinking about wellbeing by taking part in Yoga,
Nurture groups and Mindfulness.

Physical Development
The children have been developing their gross and fine
motor skills. They have had the bikes out, developing spatial
awareness of the garden and practiced controlling speed
and direction. They have also used the parachute to play
games in the garden, including during Space Week to see
how far in the sky we could send the football.
During Road Safety Week the children were encouraged to
think about how they could keep safe on the roads. They
used the role play resources to act out how to cross the
road safely. They have used creative resources to make
traffic lights, and talked about their understanding of why
we need traffic lights.
The children have enjoyed the Post Office role play. They
have been writing letters to Father Christmas and writing
Christmas cards, where they have been developing their pen
grip and beginning to form letters.
The children practiced some sewing this half term when
making their Elf Hats for Elf Day.

Communication & Language and Literacy
The children have been continuing to develop their subject specific language linked to the topics
being taught, including Road Safety, Space and Christmas. The children are brilliant at picking
up and using new vocabulary in their play, for example, “I’m an Astronaut, we’re going to space,
its dark up there”
On Phonics Day - which fell during Nursery Rhyme week, the children took part in phase 1
phonics activities, such as learning about rhyme, rhythm, and alliteration. The children took part
in a rhyming hunt around the garden linked to nursery rhyme characters, joined in with a music
Nursery Rhyme group, and an alliteration activity, where the children create their own
alliterative Nursery Rhyme!
During gathering times, the children are focusing on the sounds, S, A, T, P, I & N. They are
making the sound, naming the letter, identifying words that begin with that initial sound and are
writing the letter in the air.
Children have been enjoying a range of fiction and non-fiction books this half term linked to our
topics.
In the run up to Christmas the children have been doing lots of mark making. The children have
been writing letters and posting them in the Post Office Role play. The have also been creating
lists to send to Father Christmas.

Mathematics
Th children have been continuing to explore numbers
to 5 and have been learning about shape and pattern.
They have had the opportunity to recognize patterns
in nature and create their own ABAB patterns by
making pasta necklaces. They have linked their
knowledge of 2D and 3D shape to other topics such
as Space, for example “The planet Earth is a sphere”.
During Nursery Rhyme week we sang number songs
including “5 little monkeys jumping on the bed”.

Understanding the World
There have been lots of festivals & celebrations taught
this half term including, Diwali, Bon Fire night,
Remembrance and Christmas. The children have had
opportunities to listen to traditional stories linked to
these festivals and activities such as role play and small
world. They have also had the experience of the Fire Bowl
when listening to the story of Guy Fawkes.
The children have also been exploring different
occupations linked to our topics, including, Artist (for
Creative Arts Week), Road Safety helpers and Post
Officers. They have been dressing up and engaging with
role play to explore these different jobs.
The children have been going out in to the community on
Expeditions this term, including Forest School, a trip to
see the Christmas lights on the Kings Road, the Post
Office and to Christchurch to hang the Christmas
decorations. The children were excellent role models for
the school and had a great time whilst being out of
Nursery. Every child this year will have a chance to go on
an Expedition.

Expressive Arts and Design

This half term saw Creative Arts Week, which had a focus on Andy Goldsworthy. He is an
artist that creates art and sculpture using natural materials such as clay, leaves and sticks.
The children had a go at imitating his work and creating their own.
Children have been enjoying instruments and have taken part in music groups, including one on
Phonics day and another on Elf day. These groups have had a focus on rhythm and using
instruments.
Children have really enjoyed all of the role play costumes this half term and love dressing up
as part of their role play.

